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Benchtop access to anhydrous actinide N-donor
coordination complexes using ionic liquids†

Steven P. Kelley, a Volodymyr Smetana, b Stephen D. Emerson,c

Anja-Verena Mudring *b and Robin D. Rogers *bc

By dehydrating actinide salts with an ionic liquid containing a common

anion and subsequent reaction with N-heterocyclic ligands, we

challenge the concept that actinides prefer O- over N-donors; rather

the acidic hydrogen atoms of protic solvents hinder the formation of

more elusive f-element N-donor coordination complexes.

As accumulating spent nuclear fuel poses a greater and greater
hazard,1 the need to understand phenomena such as actinide–
lanthanide separations2 or actinide speciation in the environ-
ment3 is becoming more critical. These in turn require an
understanding of the basic coordination chemistry of actinide ions,
and the nature of interactions between actinides and moderately
soft donors (such as nitrogen) is an important, ongoing question as
soft donors are commonly used as actinide-selective ligands in
actinide–lanthanide separations.4

As N-heterocycles are found in the binding sites of promising
new actinide-selective ligands5 and in proteins such as transferrin
which are responsible for actinide transport in organisms,6 their
interactions with actinides are of particular interest. Such inter-
actions have been heavily studied in aqueous solution through
spectroscopy and partitioning studies, but crystallographic studies,
which would provide considerably more detail, are limited. Crystal-
line complexes of actinides and N-heterocycles are difficult to obtain
from aqueous systems as N-heterocycles are often readily pro-
tonated while actinides tend to hydrolyze in concentrated aqueous
solutions.7 Hydrolysis can be avoided by using strongly basic
counterions, but such bases form strong interactions with actinide
ions which dominate the coordination chemistry.8

Non-aqueous systems are often used to isolate unusual or
weakly bound metal complexes, but they usually require the

preparation of reactive intermediates from more readily available
hydrated metal starting materials.9 While this can certainly be done
with actinides,10 for transuranic elements this approach is only
viable in a few specialized research institutions. Academic
laboratories which have prepared crystalline transuranic com-
pounds for structure determination have had to develop their
own systems which allow isolation of new products from stock
solutions or reagents in as few steps as possible.11

In trying to develop simple routes to N-donor complexation
of transuranic ions, we hypothesized that since ionic liquids
(ILs) can dissolve metal salts and are somewhat thermally stable,
they could be used to easily isolate anhydrous salts which would
be more likely to coordinate normally noncoordinating species.
To test this, we chose the two most abundant actinides, thorium-
232 and uranium-238, in their most stable oxidation states, U(VI)
and Th(IV), which are strongly acidic and prone to polymeriza-
tion through hydrolysis.12 Thorium(IV) Lewis base adducts have
been made from thorium tetrahalides in strictly anhydrous
conditions.13 Weakly ligated uranyl ([UO2]2+) complexes such as
triflate salts14 or UO2Cl2(THF)3,15 can be used to make Lewis base
adducts, but these typically must be isolated as intermediates and
purified. We sought instead to dehydrate the hydrated nitrate salts
of these elements with a nitrate IL on the benchtop, and react the
resulting dehydrated compounds or solutions with N-heterocyclic
ligands, again on the benchtop with no special precautions to
exclude the surrounding atmosphere (Scheme 1).

We started by dissolving UO2(NO3)2�6H2O and Th(NO3)4�4H2O
in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate ([C2mim][NO3]) with and
without solvent. Volatilization of the water and solvents (if present)
led to the anhydrous salts [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] as a supercooled
liquid and [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6] as a crystalline solid which were
obtained quantitatively and in large scale. Subsequent reactions
of these dehydrated starting materials with imidazole (H-Im),
1-methylimidazole (1-mim), 5-aminotetrazole (5-AT), 1,2,4-triazole
(1,2,4-Triaz), and 4,40-bipyridyl (4,40-bipy) led easily to several
N-donor complexes.

We employed two different strategies to prepare anhydrous Th(IV)
nitrate salts. In the first method (see ESI† for experimental details),
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methanolic solutions of Th(NO3)4�4H2O and [C2mim][NO3] (a crystal-
line solid at RT, mp = 40 1C16) were combined in 1 : 2 molar ratio,
resulting in the formation of crystalline [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6] within
minutes. After crystallization was complete, additional crystallization
was observed when more [C2mim][NO3] was added to the solution.
In this fashion, [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6] was prepared on gram scale and
isolated by filtration and drying to give 85% yield. The isolated
crystals could be dried by heating for 2 h at 70 1C under ambient
pressure and showed no apparent tendency to absorb moisture
upon handling in air. IR spectroscopy indicates the material has a
very sub-stoichiometric amount of water or methanol perhaps
adsorbed to the surface (Fig. S2, ESI†). These crystals were used in
subsequent coordination studies.

In the second dehydration method, [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6], could be
prepared quantitatively in gram scale without extra solvents by
heating Th(NO3)4�4H2O with 2 eq. of [C2mim][NO3] at 90 1C over-
night to remove water. The resulting product contained well formed
crystals of a different polymorph of [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6] residing in a
liquid. The simplicity of this approach suggests an easy way to isolate
anhydrous f-element salts amenable to the study of transuranic
elements.

The uranyl salt, UO2(NO3)2�6H2O is known to hydrolyze in
solutions containing dialkylimidazolium ILs to give salts of the
[UO2(OH)2(NO3)2]2� anion,17 although Bradley et al. have reported
obtaining an anhydrous 1,3-dimethylimidazolium salt of [UO2(NO3)4]2�

from nitric acid solutions.18 In our approach, we dissolved UO2-
(NO3)2�6H2O with 1, 2, or 3 mol eq. of [C2mim][NO3] as a 50 wt%
solution in concentrated nitric acid and evaporated the solutions
for 5–6 days at 90 1C to give a non-volatile yellow liquid (see ESI†).
Crystals formed in the reactions containing 2 or 3 mol eq. of IL
after 5–6 days of standing at room temperature, one of which was
analyzed by SCXRD and identified as [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] (Fig. S1,
right, ESI†). This complex has never been crystallized from an IL,
but is known to be a major species in solution in ILs.19

The reaction time and presence of excess IL make it impractical
to isolate [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] in bulk by crystallization from nitric
acid, and we thus investigated the solventless method shown above
to work for Th(IV). Heating equimolar mixtures of UO2(NO3)2�6H2O
and [C2mim][NO3] and at 70 1C under a current of N2 or dry air for
at least 2 h produced yellow liquids with water contents below the
threshold of detection by FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. S3, ESI†). The
yellow liquids did not produce any crystals on cooling to room
temperature; however, the IR spectrum contains two very strong
peaks at 1514 and 1253 cm�1 which are consistent with the N–O
stretching modes of bidentate nitrate ions similar to those in
[C2mim][UO2(NO3)3].

The 1 : 1 stoichiometry of the reaction and the exclusively
bidentate [NO3]� coordination suggested by the IR spectra indicate
the yellow liquid to be supercooled [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3]. The fact
that the liquid does not crystallize when prepared this way is not
unprecedented;20 dialkylimidazolium halides (notably 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride ([C4mim]Cl)) are also known to form
stable, supercooled liquids when they are especially dry.21 Thus, the
solventless route affords essentially 100% yields of a pure super-
cooled [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] liquid which is much easier to subse-
quently mix with our N-donors.

As part of our strategy to force coordination of N-donors, we
sought similar solvents which would also dissolve the anhydrous
salts, such as 1-methylimidazole, thus increasing the number of
potential N-donor ligands. Reactions of [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6]
and 1,2,4-triazole in varying amounts of 1-mim at ratios of 1 : 1 : n
(n = 1–8) were conducted. Powder X-ray diffraction revealed the
formation of a new crystalline phase at molar ratios of Th : 1-mim
greater than 2 (Fig. S4, ESI†). Single crystals of the compound were
obtained by separately dissolving [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6] and 1,2,4-
triazole and combining the solutions. Colorless crystals formed from
the resulting solution upon standing for 4–6 days at room tempera-
ture and were found by SCXRD to match the product phase (Fig. S5,
ESI†). We had anticipated that the acidity of 1,2,4-triazole would
result in an acid–base reaction with 1-mim to give an azolium azolate
salt, which would exchange deprotonated triazolate anions with
coordinated nitrate anions. However, the crystal structure of the
product showed the formation of [H(1-mim)2][Th(NO3)5(1-mim)2]
(Fig. 1 and Table S1, ESI†), which indicates that [C2mim]+ and
[NO3]� are dissolved in the system, while excess 1-mim is able to
coordinate to the metal ion and stabilize the [H(1-mim)]+ cation

Scheme 1 Dehydration and complexation strategy.

Fig. 1 Preparation of [H(1-mim)2][Th(NO3)5(1-mim)2] from [C2mim]2[Th(NO3)6]. The product is represented as a 50% probability ellipsoid plot of the
formula unit with dashed lines indicating the shortest contacts between ions.
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formed by deprotonation of the triazolate. Complexes of
[Th(NO3)5L2]� anions with the same geometry are known for
neutral O-donor ligands such as water,22 however, there are
only two Th-imidazole and one Th-tetrazole crystallographically
characterized coordination complexes reported to date.23

Since [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] could be isolated as either a crystalline
solid or a supercooled liquid, both solventless and solution-based
reactions were potentially available. Stoichiometric amounts of
1,2,4-Triaz, 5-AT, H-Im, 1-mim, and 4,40-bipy were observed to either
dissolve in hot [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] or react with it to give solids after
cooling (see ESI†). For the reaction with 4,40-bipy, orange single
crystals obtained from the mixture were characterized by SCXRD to
be [C2mim]2[(UO2(NO3)3)2(4,40-bipy)]�2{UO2(NO3)2(4,40-bipy)} (Fig. 2
right). This cocrystal contains both anionic, dinuclear complexes and
neutral, infinite coordination polymers where [UO2]2+ centers are
bridged by 4,40-bipy ligands. The neutral polymers and anionic
molecules represent different levels of substitution of [NO3]� by
4,40-bipy that would be expected to coexist in solution, and their
co-crystallization likely occurs as a result of the neutral polymer
buffering the extreme size difference between [(UO2(NO3)3)2(4,40-
bipy)]2� and [C2mim]+. We have observed similar, complicated
crystalline phases to form when neutral co-formers are added to
an IL with potentially strong intermolecular interactions.24

The anionic [(UO2(NO3)3)2(4,40-bipy)]2� has an extremely
uncommon 9-coordinate uranyl center in which one [NO3]� is
twisted out of the equatorial plane in a conformation that certainly
weakens the metal–ligand interaction. It is interesting to note that
this binding mode has only been observed for uranyl nitrate
complexes, and many of these involve coordination to an N-donor
ligand.25 The increase in bond distances may indicate a reduced

positive charge on the metal centers (which would both weaken
the metal–[NO3]+ interactions and increase the metal ionic radii)
(see ESI†). This indicates that despite the lack of a negative charge,
the N-heterocycles are better electron N-donors than [NO3]� which is
consistent with the fact that they are stronger bases.

The reaction of 1 eq. of 5-AT with 2 eq. of 1-mim to form a
putative IL produced a homogeneous solution after heating with a
heat gun. Adding this solution to hot [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3] and
heating at 110–120 1C overnight, resulted in a mixture of orange
solids and gel from which single crystals of UO2(NO3)2(1-mim)2

(Fig. 2 middle) could be isolated. UO2(NO3)2(1-mim)2 has been
detected in solution26 and predicted in the gas phase,27 but has
never been isolated as a crystalline solid, probably due to hydrolysis
at higher concentrations. It is practically isostructural to the
reported UO2(OAc)2(1-mim)2 (OAc = acetate anion).27

Finally, we investigated the use of a solvent to control the
crystallization. Two eq. of H-Im and supercooled [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3]
were dissolved in B1 mL of dry acetonitrile. The resulting
mixture was evaporated in a Drierite-filled desiccator at reduced
pressure to produce large yellow crystals of UO2(NO3)2(H-Im)2

(Fig. 2 left) after 4 days. This compound exhibits U coordination
identical to UO2(NO3)2(1-mim)2 and UO2(OAc)2(1-mim)2, but
crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c (Table S1, ESI†).

The N-heterocyclic ligands appear to have a significant effect on
metal–[NO3]� interactions. It is known that actinide metal–ligand
bonds are correlated with coordination number, but in all cases
where the coordination number remained unchanged, coordination
of the N-heterocyclic ligand resulted in a significant increase of all
metal–[NO3]� bond distances (Table S2, ESI†). Besides geometric
reasons this may serve as a proof of enhanced metal–N-donor

Fig. 2 Preparation of UO2(NO3)2(H-Im)2 (left), UO2(NO3)2(1-mim)2 (middle), and [C2mim]2[(UO2(NO3)3)2(4,40-bipy)]�2{UO2(NO3)2(4,40-bipy)} (right) from
[C2mim][UO2(NO3)3]. The products are represented as 50% probability ellipsoid plots of the formula units with dashed lines indicating the shortest
contacts between ions and heavy dashes indicate extension of coordination polymer.
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interactions. On the other hand, N-heterocyclic ligands are also
known to have significant influence on the crystal packing not at
least due to non-covalent interactions.28

The protonation of H-Im and 4,40-bipy by UO2(NO3)2�6H2O to give
ammonium salts is established in the literature.29 The structures
here are all analogous to UO2(NO3)2(OH2)2

30 except for the
[(UO2(NO3)3)2(4,40-bipy)]2� anion which has a 9-coordinate uranium
center. Thus, while a number of reactions of UO2(NO3)2�6H2O with
N-heterocycles (including 1-mim, H-Im, and 4,40-bipy) have already
been reported, the crystallization of uranyl nitrate complexes with
these ligands is unprecedented. It is difficult to obtain the crystals of
uranyl nitrate complexes with N-heterocycles from aqueous medium
as N-heterocycles can readily be protonated and also the actinides
tend to hydrolyze in concentrated aqueous solutions. Here, we
successfully obtained the crystals of those novel complexes by simply
reacting N-heterocycles with dehydrated liquid uranyl nitrate.

While complexes with N-heterocyclic ligands can be isolated in the
presence of more basic anions, the use of more weakly binding [NO3]�

counterions in the absence of water should lead to greater flexibility of
the [UO2]2+ coordination geometry. This has been illustrated here by
the fortuitous isolation of two distinct species in the crystal structure
of [C2mim]2[(UO2(NO3)3)2(4,40-bipy)]�2{UO2(NO3)2(4,40-bipy)}. By com-
parison, six crystalline complexes of [UO2]2+ with N-heterocycles have
also been crystallized from reactions with UO2(NO3)2�6H2O and
acetylacetone in solution.31 However, this approach only resulted in
the isolation of complexes with the same coordination geometries
(two bidentate acetylacetonate ions and one unidentate N-donor),
and prevented the isolation of any complexes with a bidentate
N-heterocycle (2,20-bipyridyl).

In summary, a suitably simple approach for the isolation of
transuranic N-donor complexes was developed and illustrated with
the ready dehydration of Th(NO3)4�4H2O and UO2(NO3)2�6H2O in an
IL followed by complexation with aromatic N-donor ligands thus
eliminating the acidic hydrogen atoms from water or other protic
solvents which compete with the f-elements for access to the
N-donor and affording readily crystallizable complexes. The isolated
compounds include [H(1-mim)2][Th(NO3)5(1-mim)2], only the fourth
Th-azole coordination complex reported to date, [C2mim][UO2(NO3)3]
which has never been crystallized from an IL but is known to be a
major species in solution in ILs, and the unprecedented crystal-
lization of uranyl nitrate complexes of 1-mim, H-Im, and 4,40-bipy,
including UO2(NO3)2(1-mim)2 which has been detected in solution
and predicted in the gas phase, but never isolated as a crystalline
solid. The synthetic approaches developed here, showed that despite
the lack of a negative charge, the N-heterocycles are better electron
donors than [NO3]� which is consistent with the fact that they are
stronger bases. It is apparent that ILs will play a key role in the
exploration of this chemistry by providing redox-inert, anhydrous
environments, amenable to small scale benchtop manipulations for
compounds which cannot normally be dissolved in organic solvents.
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